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Signatures of bosonic Landau levels in a 
finite-momentum superconductor

A. Devarakonda1, T. Suzuki1,7, S. Fang2, J. Zhu1, D. Graf3, M. Kriener4, L. Fu1, E. Kaxiras5,6 & 
J. G. Checkelsky1ಞᅒ

Charged particles subjected to magnetic !elds form Landau levels (LLs). Originally 
studied in the context of electrons in metals1, fermionic LLs continue to attract 
interest as hosts of exotic electronic phenomena2,3. Bosonic LLs are also expected to 
realize novel quantum phenomena4,5, but, apart from recent advances in synthetic 
systems6,7, they remain relatively unexplored. Cooper pairs in superconductors—
composite bosons formed by electrons—represent a potential condensed-matter 
platform for bosonic LLs. Under certain conditions, an applied magnetic !eld is 
expected to stabilize an unusual superconductor with !nite-momentum Cooper 
pairs8,9 and exert control over bosonic LLs10–13. Here we report thermodynamic 
signatures, observed by torque magnetometry, of bosonic LL transitions in the 
layered superconductor Ba6Nb11S28. By applying an in-plane magnetic !eld, we 
observe an abrupt, partial suppression of diamagnetism below the upper critical 
magnetic !eld, which is suggestive of an emergent phase within the superconducting 
state. With increasing out-of-plane magnetic !eld, we observe a series of sharp 
modulations in the upper critical magnetic !eld that are indicative of distinct vortex 
states and with a structure that agrees with predictions for Cooper pair LL transitions 
in a !nite-momentum superconductor10–14. By applying Onsager’s quantization rule15, 
we extract the momentum. Furthermore, study of the fermionic LLs shows evidence 
for a non-zero Berry phase. This suggests opportunities to study bosonic LLs, 
topological superconductivity, and their interplay via transport16, scattering17, 
scanning probe18 and exfoliation techniques19.

The distinctive properties of Landau levels (LLs) can be traced to the 
single-valuedness of a quantum mechanical particle’s wavefunction 
along closed orbits (Fig."1a, top). For electrons undergoing cyclotron 
motion, this is encoded in Onsager’s quantization rule Ak!2#=#2$(n#+#!), 
where Ak is the momentum space area enclosed by the orbit, ! " eB= /  
is the magnetic length"(with"""and"e"the reduced Planck constant and 
elementary charge, respectively) set by the magnetic induction 
B#=#!#%#A from the vector potential A, n is the LL index, and the phase 
!#=#1/2 in conventional metals arising from quantum corrections15. This 
discretizes continuous energy bands and, semiclassically, enforces 
magnetic flux quantization such that LLs enclose an integer number 
of flux quanta #0#=#h/e. In two dimensions, the resulting flatbands have 
a topological classification that can be explored using a magnetic field 
or electron filling. Systems that host synthetic magnetic fields !#%#!, 
where ! is an underlying gauge field, with particles executing closed 
orbits can also host LLs (Fig."1a, bottom). For example, recent work has 
demonstrated bosonic particles in LLs using !#%#! generated by twist 
angle $ in non-coplanar photonic resonators6 and rotation % in ultra-
cold atom traps7. However, Bose–Einstein statistics favour occupation 
of the ground state n#=#0#LL, posing an impediment to accessing the 

higher n#>#0 levels where two-dimensional (2D) fermionic LLs show 
topologically ordered20 and symmetry-broken21 states.

Although the superconducting proximity effect has been employed 
to form Cooper pairs—spatially extended composite bosons formed 
by paired electrons—in LLs22,"2D finite-momentum (finite-q) supercon-
ductors (SCs) may intrinsically support higher n and bosonic LLs more 
broadly. In conventional (Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer (BCS)) 2D SCs, 
&, the order parameter characterizing the Cooper pair wavefunction, is 
constant whereas the hallmark of finite-q superconductivity is a periodic 
variation of &. An example is the Fulde–Ferrell–Larkin–Ovchinnikov 
(FFLO) state8–10, which can host periodic stripe-like nodes in & driven by 
a magnetic field (H) such that the Zeeman energy of unpaired electrons 
equals the pairing energy 'SC (the Pauli-limit µ0HP#=#1.84Tc,"where"µ0, 
HP"and Tc are the vacuum permeability, Pauli-limit field"and supercon-
ducting transition temperature, respectively). Although pairing is often 
suppressed in three-dimensional SCs below HP by orbital limiting, this 
mechanism is weaker in 2D SCs for H applied in-plane, potentially mak-
ing this limit accessible23. In this case, it is possible for BCS supercon-
ductivity with constant & (Fig."1b, left) to be superseded by the finite-q 
state (Fig."1b, right). This is due to competition between curvature 
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of & with a free-energy cost &F#'#|"2&|2 (Methods) and the Zeeman 
energy &FZeeman from spin polarization of unpaired electrons where 
&#=#0 (Fig."1c)24. Additional factors, such as unconventional pairing or 
structural anisotropy25, can yield different spatial patterns (Methods). 
Across these, &FZeeman permits the finite-q state and control over LLs10–13.

Emergent superconducting state
The formation of nodes in & is imprinted on thermodynamic quantities 
such as heat capacity and magnetization M. There is a long and rich his-
tory of work searching for finite-q pairing with a variety of approaches 
used to overcome the challenging requirements for material qual-
ity and experimental sophistication to measure q (refs. 26,27). Here we 
examine the magnetization response M( of the layered 2D SC Ba6Nb11S28  
(ref. 28) using torque magnetometry (data shown for representative 
sample S1 unless noted, Methods). Superconductivity in Ba6Nb11S28 
below Tc#=#0.85#K is marked by the onset of diamagnetism in M((T) meas-
ured with a small out-of-plane H component µ0H)#=#0.4#mT (Fig."1d, 
inset). Type II superconductivity is evident with M((H) measured with 
H oriented at (#=#89.7° relative to the c#axis at fixed T#=#0.67#K (Fig."1d, 
red) and 0.32#K (Fig."1d, blue), showing a mixed state between the lower 
critical field where M( reaches a minimum and the upper critical field 
where superconductivity is suppressed, µ0Hc1#=#0.12#T and µ0Hc2#=#1.37#T, 
respectively, at 0.32#K (Methods). For increasing H at T#=#0.32#K (Fig."1d, 
solid blue), we see an abrupt increase of M( with onset at an intermediate 
field"µ0H##=#1.04#T. At the same T, M( measured with decreasing H from 
the normal state above Hc2 (Fig."1d, dashed blue) shows hysteresis. In 
contrast, M((H) at T#=#0.67#K (Fig."1d, red solid and dashed) is featureless 
for Hc1#<#H#<#Hc2 and the abrupt hysteresis is absent.

Given that the diamagnetic response of SCs scales with the super-
conducting volume fraction29, the decrease in |M(| at H# for T#=#0.32#K 
points to an emergent phase with a reduced volume fraction within 
the superconducting state (Methods). This contrasts with prototypi-
cal BCS SCs where M exhibits perfect diamagnetism until the lower 

critical field Hc1 followed by a continuous decrease of |M| until Hc2 where 
superconductivity is extinguished (Fig."1e, black dashed). Instead, 
this would be consistent with a finite-q phase where the reduced 
superconducting volume fraction from the formation of nodes in & is 
imprinted on M (Fig."1e, blue solid)30. The more conventional M((H) at 
T#=#0.67#K#*#0.8Tc aligns with calculations showing that the 2D finite-q 
state appears below"a characteristic temperature T##*#0.56Tc (see phase 
diagram, Fig."1e, inset).

We measured M((H) for (#=#89.7° at additional fixed T to construct a 
phase diagram of these features. As shown in Fig."2a, an abrupt increase 
in M((H) and associated hysteresis in H is apparent for T#$#0.4#K. Fig-
ure"2b collects the results for Hc1, H# and Hc2 for (#=#89.7° in T and H, 
suggesting T##=#0.44#K#=#0.52Tc (Methods), consistent with the pre-
dicted T##=#0.56Tc. We find that H#(T) and Hc2(T#>#T#) follow the usual 
2D Ginzburg–Landau (2D-GL) model of Hc2, H T H T T( ) = (0) 1 + /c2 c2 c  
with µ0Hc2(0)#=#1.28#±#0.05#T, expected from the high-temperature 
behaviour Hc2(T/Tc#>#0.7) (Fig."2b, dashed line and shaded region the 
fitting uncertainty) above which conventional pairing is unstable. 
Although spin–orbit scattering31 or Ising spin–orbit coupling (SOC)32 
may cause deviations of Hc2 from the 2D-GL model, these run counter 
to the clean-limit nature of superconductivity28 and weakened Ising 
SOC (Methods) in Ba6Nb11S28, respectively, and they do not explain the 
reduction in SC volume fraction at H# and its onset at T#. Instead, this 
points to a distinct field-induced state bounded by H#(T)#<#H#<#Hc2 and 
T#<#0.44#K, consistent with the expected phase diagram (Fig."1e, inset, 
Methods).

At lower T#=#20#mK and (#=#89.7°, we observe a sharper increase in 
the up sweep of M((H) (Fig."2c) at µ0H##=#1.5#T between µ0Hc1#=#0.1#T and 
µ0Hc2#=#1.75#T. In addition, the down sweep manifests a dip near H# at 
µ0H%#=#1.18#T, which evolves together with H# (Methods). The sharp 
jump and hysteresis in M((H) suggests that the BCS and field-induced 
states are separated by a first-order transition with a metastable region 
between H% and H#, which brackets µ0H#(T#=#0)#*#1.3#T from the high-T 
2D-GL fit (Fig."2b, Methods). For Hc1#$#H#$#1#T, both up and down sweeps 
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Fig. 1 | Bosonic LLs, finite-q superconductivity and torque magnetization 
of Ba6Nb11S28. a, Top, schematic single-valued wavefunctions &| ,1 , &| ,2  and &| ,3  
enclosing area Ar = Ak!#4, threaded by flux #0, 2#0 and 3#0, respectively. 
Bottom, bosonic particles such as Cooper pairs, certain atoms or photons can 
be driven into LLs using B, rotation % or twist angle $, respectively.  
b, Two-dimensional BCS superconductivity with uniform & (left) transitions to 
finite-q pairing with periodic nodes in & (right) when an external field H#>#HP is 
applied parallel to the a–b plane. c, Although deformations in & (black) incur a 
free-energy cost (blue), the Zeeman energy gained by spin-polarized, unpaired 

electrons where &#=#0 stabilizes finite-q pairing. d, Up and down sweeps of 
M((H) for (#=#89.7° (measured relative to the c#axis), solid and dashed lines, 
respectively, at T#=#0.32 K (blue) and T#=#0.67#K (red). Inset, M((T) measured with 
µ0H)#=#0.4#mT, where diamagnetism is seen below the superconducting 
transition at Tc#=#0.85#K. e, For T#=#0 and H)#-#H&, finite-q SCs exhibit an abrupt 
increase in M(H) at HP as unpaired, spin-polarized electrons emerge entering 
the finite-q state (blue, shaded). Conventional SCs show a smooth evolution of 
M(H) between Hc1 and Hc2 (black). Inset, the T–H phase diagram of finite-q 
pairing in 2D SCs. Finite-q pairing is accessible below T##=#0.56Tc.
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show jagged features (Fig."2c), which may arise from flux jumps (Meth-
ods). Their distinct field regime and absence at higher T (Methods) 
separate them from the behaviour of M( near H# (the organic finite-q 
SC candidate .-(ET)2Cu(NCS)2, where"ET is bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathi-
afulvalene,"shows similar behaviour33). Furthermore, although vortex 
physics can have a role, the features in M((H) are qualitatively distinct 
from phenomena such as the peak effect in CeRu2 (ref. 34; Methods).

Signatures of bosonic LL transitions
A fine-grained view of the angular dependent response of M((H) is 
shown in Fig."2d at T#=#0.31#K for equally spaced, fixed ( between 89.30° 
and 89.95° (vertically offset for clarity). Analogous to T#, there is a criti-
cal angle above which hysteresis and the abrupt increase in M( appear 
(Fig."2d solid and dashed lines, up and down sweeps, respectively). 
Examining the derivative ')((H)/'H of the up-sweep traces (Fig."2e, ver-
tically offset for clarity), we see that the abrupt increase in M( appears as 
a peak in ')((H)/'H for (#>#(1#*#89.5° (Fig."2e, black arrows). As (#/#90°, 
H# (Fig."2e, dashed guide to the eye) shows prominent cusps at (2#*#89.8° 
and (3#*#89.9°. The non-monotonic ( dependence is inconsistent with 
the peak effect35 and generally, the smooth variation expected in con-
ventional SCs29 (Methods).

Instead, the evidence for a first-order transition and this peculiar 
angular variation recalls the predicted sequence of LL transitions as 

& evolves from the Abrikosov lattice at (#=#0° built from n#=#0 LLs to 
the finite-q state at (#=#90° (refs. 10–14,36). This is driven by &FZeeman which 
favours nodes in & and increasingly oscillatory LLs (Fig."2f), causing 
discrete changes in n at (i as (#/#90°; the sharp features in H#(() are sug-
gestive of changes in n. Near Hc2, this can be recast in the language of 
fermionic LLs (Methods). From an isotropic 2D finite-q state at (#=#90° 
(H)#=#0) with Cooper pairs carrying kinetic energy Eq#=#"2q2/4m# (Fig."2g, 
dashed line), where 2m# is the Cooper pair effective mass, application of 
H)#0#0 drives cyclotron motion and the formation of LLs with energies 
En#=#"%c(n#+#1/2) (Fig."2g, orange lines) where %c#=#eµ0H)/m# is the cyclo-
tron frequency. With increasing H), Cooper pairs transition between 
LLs as they minimize free energy analogous to fermionic systems13, 
except here, Eq replaces the Fermi energy EF. Theory also predicts that 
Hc2(() across these LL transitions will show corrugations that can be 
used to extract q (refs. 10–13). The prominent features seen here indicate 
that this system is near the 2D isotropic limit, suggesting that q may be 
obtained from Hc2(() (ref. 25; Methods).

To look for these signatures, we mapped Hc2((,#T) for T#=#310#mK, 
395#mK, 460#mK and 600#mK, as shown in Fig."3a. Although Hc2(() 
evolves monotonically at T#=#600#mK, corrugations become appar-
ent and increasingly prominent as T is lowered. At 310#mK, we identify 
three transitions, the first at (1#=#89.513°#±#0.007° determined from 
')((H)/'H (Fig."2e, black arrows, Fig."3a, dashed vertical lines), followed 
by minima in Hc2(() at (2#=#89.804°#±#0.004° and (3#=#89.872°#±#0.004° 
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Fig. 2 | Evidence of an emergent superconducting state. a, Up (solid) and 
down (dashed) sweeps of M((H) for (#=#89.7° at various fixed T between 0.81#K 
and 0.32#K, vertically offset for clarity. b, T–H superconducting phase diagram 
at (#=#89.7° showing Hc1 (green), H# (orange) and Hc2 (blue). Two-dimensional GL 
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Up (dark blue) and down (light blue) sweeps of M((H) at T#=#20#mK for (#=#89.7° 
(sample S2). Inset, a dip-like feature is seen in the down sweep of M((H) 

at"µ0H%#=#1.18#T. d, Up (solid) and down (dashed) sweeps of M((H) for T#=#0.31#K at 
equally spaced, fixed ( between 89.30° and 89.95°, vertically offset for clarity. 
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systems with EF, Cooper pairs with kinetic energy Eq undergo LL transitions with 
increasing H).
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(Fig."3a, closed arrows). At higher T, we identify three and two transi-
tions at 395#mK and 460#mK, respectively.

Semiclassically, H) drives cyclotron motion of spin-up and spin-down 
electrons along Fermi surfaces (FSs) Zeeman split by q (Fig."3b, top 
orange and blue, respectively) from the H#=#0#FS enclosing an area k

0A  
(Fig."3b, top grey shaded). Cooper pairs formed between these FSs 
acquire finite q and also undergo cyclotron motion, enclosing an area 
Aq (Fig."3b, bottom). This suggests a Cooper pair counterpart to Onsag-
er’s rule

n= 2$( + 1/2) (1)q 2
2!A

with the Cooper pair magnetic length " eµ H= /(2 )2 0 2!  (Methods). 
Assuming an isotropic Cooper pair orbit with Aq#=#$q2, we perform  
an index analysis analogous to that for fermionic quantum oscillations 
(QOs) to extract q from the slope of n "q eµ H= /(4 ) + 1/2i2

0 c2,2 , where 
we index the transitions"into the i =#1,#2,#… LLs"at µ H µ H (= cosi

i0 c2,2 0 c2  
as half-integers n#=#1/2,#3/2,#… (Fig."3a, inset top)37. From the slope of 
the index plot (equal to "q2/4e), we obtain q#=#(1.31#±#0.08)#%#10+3#Å+1 at 
T#=#20#mK, decreasing to (0.48#±#0.03)#%#10+3#Å+1 at 460#mK. The meas-
ured q at 20#mK is of the same order as q expected from Zeeman split-
ting (Fig."3b, top; Methods).

Similar to fermionic QOs, oscillations of Hc2 in the finite-q state could 
provide a powerful link between theoretical and experimental measures 
of the superconducting order. For example, studying oscillations of Hc2 
with in-plane rotation of H could probe deviations from (q#=#$q2 due to 
in-plane anisotropy25. The spatial structure of |&|2 in the field-induced 
state is also expected to change between different n: in the isotropic 
2D limit, the n#=#0 Abrikosov lattice gives way to stripe-like patterns 
for n#=#1 and n#=#3 interrupted by a triangular phase at n#=#2 (Fig."3a 
inset, bottom, Methods)12,13,36. Moreover, the local D3 symmetry of the 
superconducting layers28 could support finite-q phase modulations 

as soon as H)-#H&#0#0,"where H& is the H component parallel to the a–b 
plane"(ref. 38; Methods). The van"der Waals (vdW) superlattice construc-
tion of Ba6Nb11S28 may permit real- and momentum-space imaging with 
small-angle neutron scattering17, scanning tunnelling microscopy18 or 
Josephson interferometry using vdW devices19 to study these unusual 
structures.

Fermionic LLs in the normal state
We next turn to the fermionic LLs in Ba6Nb11S28. Although Onsager’s 
rule has proven invaluable in mapping Ak of metals, it was realized only 
recently that ! can be used to probe the electronic structure’s topol-
ogy39. Specifically, !#=#1/2#+#*B/2$, where *B is the Berry phase, which 
is quantized to $ (0) for topologically non-trivial (trivial) FSs. We map 
the fermiology of Ba6Nb11S28 using de Haas–van Alphen (dHvA) QOs to 
examine !. Figure"4a shows the field dependence of torque +(H) at T#=#20 
mK and (#=#18.2° where QOs periodic in 1/H with frequencies f#=#"Ak/2$e 
(ref. 37) are seen for µ0H#3#1#T. In addition to the large FSs sourcing super-
conductivity (fast oscillations at µ0H#>#10#T, 41 and 42 in Fig."4e)28, there 
are smaller FSs with closely spaced f#’s evidenced by interference nodes 
(Fig."4a, black arrows). The fast Fourier transform (FFT) of +(1/H) after 
removing a quadratic background (Fig."4a inset, bottom, Methods) 
shows contributions at f&#=#5.9#T, f5 1

 = 43.0#T and f52
 = 54.7#T. We also ob -

serve a weak contribution at f f f* ( + )/25 5 51 2
!  = 48.9#T, suggesting  

that it stems from magnetic breakdown40 between the 51 and 52 FSs.
To determine !, we use M H f µ H !( ) ' + sin(2$( / + ))(

osc
0  where M (

osc is 
the QO component of M( (ref. 37). The sign of ! is tied to that of M (

osc 
which is fixed by the presence of both the Meissner effect and dHvA 
QOs in +(H) (Fig."4a, top inset). We extract *B using the phase-shift 
function K f , M H( , ) = Im(e ( ( ))),i

(
oscF , where 6 denotes an FFT, which 

peaks at (f,#*) pairs contributing to M H( )(
osc 41 (Methods). Figure"4b 

shows a contour plot of K(f,#*B) for M (
osc from +(H) in Fig."4a, which 
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yields *B#=#(0.7#±#0.1)$ and (1.0#±#0.1)$ ((+0.1#±#0.1)$ and (+0.2#±#0.1)$) 
for f5 1

 and f52
 ( !f5  and f&), respectively. Figure"4c summarizes *B versus 

f) across five samples, where f)#=#fcos( accounts for variation of ( (<"5°) 
(Methods). Across these samples, comparable f5 1

 and f52
, and magnetic 

breakdown !f5  suggests that 51 and 52 form a two-band system; *B#=# 
$ signals 2$ winding of their spin-1/2 eigenvector along the FSs (Fig."4c, 
centre inset). Conversely, *B#=#0 evidences no winding (Fig."4c, left 
inset) and the f& pocket is consistent with this expectation (Methods).

These features of 51 and 52 recall bands with Rashba SOC in mirror 
asymmetric structures42 such as quantum wells and interfaces. The mir-
ror asymmetry in Ba6Nb11S28 (Fig."4d, top) and zone-folding due to the 
Ba3NbS5 layer (Fig."4d, bottom) permit similar SOC, HSOC#=#"(k))# where 
"(k) is an effective Zeeman field in momentum space (k space) and # is 
the Pauli spin vector (Methods). Extracting " from QOs, we compute the 
band structure around the M point with the 51 and 52 orbits shown as 
black contours (Figure"4f, top). Paralleling Rashba SOC, a linear band 
crossing at M and winding of the spin unit-vector #̂ along the FSs are 
apparent (see Fig."4f, bottom, colour maps to z component of spin -z).

The coexistence of Rashba-like FSs and bulk superconductivity is rem-
iniscent of Fe(Se,Te)43 and may connect to predictions for field-induced 
topological superconductivity44. Our analysis suggests that the hierar-
chy of energy scales for SOC, superconductivity and small interlayer 
coupling may be conducive for topological superconductivity at H#=#0 
(Methods). Coupled with signatures of finite-q pairing and bosonic LL 
transitions, this raises prospects of studying the interplay among these 
disparate phenomena. One of the few predictions at this intersection is 
an unusual arrangement of Majorana fermions localized to nodes in & 
(ref. 45). The consequences of Cooper pairs in higher LLs and the topology 

of the electronic structure seems to be the least explored aspect. This 
material may provide the impetus to address these open questions.
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Methods
Cantilever torque magnetometry
We use torque magnetometry to examine the magnetization response 
of Ba6Nb11S28. For H&#7#Hsin(#0#0, where ( is measured relative to the 
c#axis, a torque +#=#M#%#µ0H parallel to the a–b plane is experienced 
by the material (Extended Data Fig."1a). Owing to the suppression of 
interlayer coupling in this material, screening supercurrents are largely 
confined to the a–b plane46–48; for ( near 90°, the M response is largely 
due to screening supercurrents and is predominantly oriented along 
the c#axis. We probe M by mounting samples onto mechanical cantile-
vers and sensing their deflection owing to +. Extended Data Fig."1b, c 
shows representative capacitive (sample S1) and resistive (sample S2) 
torque magnetometers, respectively, used in this study. The capacitive 
torque magnetometer is constructed by mounting a Ba6Nb11S28 crystal 
on a Cu:Be cantilever with dimensions 3#mm#%#1.5#mm#%#0.005#mm 
(length %"width %"thickness,"L#%#W#%#t) and suspending it 250#µm over a 
gold-coated substrate. The resistive torque magnetometers are com-
mercially available silicon cantilevers.

We sense deviations in capacitance &C#=#C#–#C0 relative to the 
zero-field value C0 using an Andeen–Hagerling 2500A or 2700A capac-
itance bridge. To measure deviation in resistance"&R from + for the 
resistive magnetometers, it is important to eliminate background 
contributions from magnetoresistance. We accomplish this by balanc-
ing piezoresistive elements with and without samples at zero field 
using a Wheatstone bridge. By exciting the bridge with voltage Vex, we 
can sense &V, which is proportional to &R. In the linear response regime, 
&C (&R) is proportional to + from which we can compute the torque 
magnetization M(#7#&C/(µ0Hsin() (M(#7#&V/(µ0Hsin()), which is propor-
tional to M. The &C maximum for capacitive cantilevers can be used to 
extract its maximum angular deflection &(. Specifically, &(max#=# 

C C(& / )
d

l max 0
0  where d0, l and C0 are the initial cantilever-plate separa-

tion, length of the cantilever and zero-field capacitance, respectively. 
The typical &Cmax#*#0.8#fF (Extended Data Fig."1d) and C0#*#0.27#pF  
corresponds to &(max#8#0.015°. This indicates that the cantilever is  
within the linear response regime and, furthermore, enables the high- 
resolution angular dependence presented in the main text.

Extended Data Fig."1e compares M((T) measured with small µ0H)#=#0.4#mT 
and resistivity .xx(T) for sample S1, demonstrating that the onset of dia-
magnetism and the zero-resistance state coincide at Tc#=#0.85#K. Similarly, 
Extended Data Fig."1f compares the up- and down-sweep M((H) and .xx(H) 
at T#=#0.3#K and (#=#89.7° for sample S1. The fact that .xx(H#)#=#0 shows that 
µ0H# marks a transition within the superconducting state. Furthermore, 
the upper critical field, defined throughout as the field where M((H) is 
reduced to 5% of its peak at Hc1, is consistent with where .xx becomes finite. 
We have checked that alternative methods of identifying Hc2, for example, 
using the irreversibility field (see, for example, ref. 49) or by linear extrapo-
lation of M( above H# to zero, yield similar results.

Extended Data Fig."1g shows M(H) measured in a commercial super-
conducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer at 
T#=#0.4#K at (#=#0°. The system exhibits prominent diamagnetism from 
the Meissner effect, which gives way at higher fields to a mixed state 
indicative of type II superconductivity. The response is largely revers-
ible, indicative of this system’s cleanliness50,51. Extended Data Fig."1h 
shows +(H) and M((H) loops measured at T#=#0.3#K at (#=#46° (sample 
S1, inset and main panel, respectively) exhibiting similar behaviour 
to M measured by SQUID magnetometry.

We use a two-step process to precisely calibrate the sample angle 
relative to H. First, we calibrate the angle offset between the sample and 
a co-mounted Hall sensor using the angle dependence of QOs. Given 
the highly 2D electronic structure in this system, the QO frequencies 
F evolve as

F (
F

( (( ) =
cos( + )

(2)H
0

H 0

where (H is the angle of the co-mounted Hall sensor measured rela-
tive to the applied field (fixed to the solenoid magnet axis), (0 is the 
sample offset angle relative to the Hall sensor and F0 is the oscillation 
frequency at (H#–#(0#=#0°. We use the small & oscillation (Fig."4a) with 
F0#*#5#T to perform the offset calibration as we can readily observe it 
at high angles (H#*#80° (Extended Data Fig."1i, orange points). For the 
example shown in Extended Data Fig."1i for sample S1, the fit to the 
above equation yields F0#=#5.45#±#0.04#T and (0#=#+1.3°#±#0.2°. With 
this estimate of (0, we measured M((H) at fine angular steps near 
(H#–#(0#=#90°. We further refine (0 by identifying the angle where M((H) 
oscillates about zero (Extended Data Fig."1i, inset). For sample S1, this 
yields (0#=#+1.175° with precision equal to the angle step between data 
points. Comparable offsets are seen for the other samples.

Phase diagram of emergent superconducting state
In Fig."2b, we present the phase diagram of the superconducting state at 
(#=#89.7°. To find H#, we use the derivative ')((H)/'H where the abrupt 
change in M((H) appears as a peak-like structure for T#<#T##=#0.44#K. 
Extended Data Fig."2a shows ')((H)/'H (vertically offset for clarity) 
for the data shown in Fig."2a where H# is traced by a guide to the eye 
(grey dashed line). We also examine M((H) and the phase diagram of the 
superconducting state in a wider angular window. Extended Data Fig."2b 
shows a survey of M((H) at T#=#0.31#K (vertically offset for clarity) in the 
region 81.95°#8#(#8#89.92°. The kink-like feature and hysteresis between 
increasing (solid) and decreasing field (dashed) traces can be seen for 
(#3#89.34°. At lower angles, the traces are smooth and reversible. This 
is consistent with the two distinct field regimes identified by transport 
measurements on Ba6Nb11S28 (ref. 28). Extended Data Fig."2c shows M((H) 
for (#=#89.2° at multiple fixed temperatures. At all temperatures, M((H) 
is smooth and reversible, unlike the behaviour at (#=#89.7° (Fig."2a). Fur-
thermore, the derivative ')((H)/'H of the up-sweep traces (Extended 
Data Fig."2d) does not show the peak-like structure marking H#. The 
phase diagram at this angle (Extended Data Fig."2e) also reflects the 
absence of H#, marking the emergent superconducting state.

Extended Data Fig."3a shows M((H) for sample S2 at (#=#88.9° (verti-
cally offset for clarity) at fixed T between 33#mK and 595#mK. Consistent 
with results for S1, the kink-like feature and hysteresis between up and 
down sweeps (Extended Data Fig."3a, solid and dashed, respectively) 
appears for T#$#0.27#K. This is further reinforced by ')((H)/'H of the 
up-sweep traces (Extended Data Fig."3b) where the peak-like struc-
ture characteristic of H# is apparent for T#$#0.27#K. A notable feature in 
M((H) and its derivative (Extended Data Fig."3a, b, respectively) is the 
jagged-structure for µ0H#$#0.5#T, which becomes increasingly promi-
nent as T is lowered. The absence of this feature at higher T reflects simi-
lar phenomenology observed in other anisotropic SCs52–55. The phase 
diagram of the superconducting state at (#=#88.9° down to T#=#33#mK is 
shown in Extended Data Fig."3c, which is qualitatively similar to Fig."2b.

The hysteresis observed in M((H) points to metastability between 
the BCS and field-induced state separated by a first-order transi-
tion56. At T#=#20#mK and (#=#89.7°, the transitions at H# and H% on 
increasing and decreasing H, respectively, demarcate this region 
of metastability (Fig."2c). At higher T, this region of metastability 
appears washed out (Fig."2a, b), consistent with the increased ther-
mal energy available to overcome the energy barrier separating these 
states in the metastable region. This is also consistent with the fact 
that µ0H#(T#=#0)#=#1.28#±#0.05#T extrapolated from the high-T 2D-GL 
fit (Fig."2b) and falls between µ0H#=#1.2#T and µ0H##=#1.5#T at T#=#20#mK 
(Fig."2c). The slight reduction of µ0H#(T#=#0) relative to µ0HP#*#1.5#T is 
probably due to orbital or multiband effects28,57.

More broadly, non-monotonic behaviour of M(H) can sometimes 
arise due to changes in vortex pinning. Known as the ‘peak effect’, 
marked by a characteristic peak in M(H), it is commonly seen in dis-
ordered SCs near Hc2 as the vortex lattice reconfigures to coincide 
with defects58. A related ‘anomalous peak effect’ is seen in some clean, 
heavy fermion SCs such as CeRu2 and UPd2Al3 (ref. 34) stemming from 
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the f electrons in these materials59. The cleanliness, evidenced by the 
prominent QOs (Fig."4a), and the absence of f electrons in Ba6Nb11S28 are 
inconsistent with these effects. In addition, the features observed here 
are not antisymmetric with respect to the H sweep direction as seen for 
the peak effect58. Further, vortex pinning in layered SCs is expected to 
depend on H), suggesting angular dependence of the form 1/cos( (see, 
for example, Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+/ (ref. 35)). The absence of a peak effect in 
M(H) measured by SQUID magnetometry for (#=#0° (Extended Data 
Fig."1g) and the appearance of the kink together with irreversibility 
in )((0) only near (#*#90° further suggest that conventional vortex 
physics effects do not play a role.

M!(H) at fixed T and !
Extended Data Fig."4 shows )((0) and ')((H)/'H for various ( at 
T#>#0.31#K (sample S1). Similar to the behaviour described in the main 
text, the kink-like feature and hysteresis between up and down sweeps 
(solid and dashed, respectively) in )((0) at 395#mK (Extended Data 
Fig."4a) and 460#mK (Extended Data Fig."4c) become apparent for 
( greater than a critical value near 90°. Examining ')((H)/'H of the 
up-sweep traces taken at 395#mK (Extended Data Fig."4b) and 460#mK 
(Extended Data Fig."4d), we can see corrugation akin to that at 0.31#K 
(Fig."2e). Here we see three and two local minima at 395#mK and 460#mK, 
respectively. We can pinpoint ( for these local minima by examining 
Hc2(() at these temperatures (see main text).

Extended Data Fig."5a, b shows up- and down-sweep traces, respec-
tively, of )((0) (vertically offset for clarity) for various ( at T#=#20#mK 
(sample S2). Here the kink-like feature is markedly sharper than at 
higher temperatures and on the down sweep, there is an additional 
local minimum in )( at H%, traced by dashed guide to the eye in Extended 
Data Fig."5b. Examining ')((H)/'H of the up-sweep traces (Extended 
Data Fig."5c), we can again identify H# as a peak-like structure, traced 
by a dashed guide to the eye. Similar to sample S1, H# here exhibits 
local minima as a function of (. Here we identify three transitions at 
(1#=#88.667°#±#0.02°, (2#=#89.212°#±#0.02° and (3#=#89.755°#±#0.02°. The 
angular dependence of up- and down-sweep M((H) at T#=#20#mK for a 
third sample S3 (Extended Data Fig."5c, inset solid and dashed, respec-
tively) exhibits similar behaviour. For S3, the kink-like feature in the up 
sweep appears at ( between 88.31° and 89.14°, consistent with (1 for S2 
at the same temperature. The hysteresis between up and down sweeps 
also becomes increasingly prominent as (#/#90°.

Comparing Extended Data Fig."5b, c, we observe that H% and H# evolve 
together. Combined with the appearance of hysteresis between up and 
down sweeps, this points to a first-order phase transition within the 
superconducting state. A first-order transition is consistent with calcu-
lations and thermodynamic studies60 of low-dimensional organic SCs, 
which are candidates to host finite-q pairing. As noted in the previous 
section, the sharp angular dependence is unlike that of vortex dynam-
ics as seen in, for example, the cuprates35,61–63. Instead, this angular 
dependence is consistent with 2D finite-q pairing, which is predicted 
to host the bosonic LL structure reported in the main text10–12.

A notable feature of layered SCs with H aligned near 90° is the vortex 
lock-in effect characterized by a flux confined between superconduct-
ing layers23,29. The lock-in state is possible when the flux is unable to enter 
the superconducting layers corresponding to Hcos(#<#Hc1,) where Hc1,) 
is the lower critical field at (#=#0°. The well defined Hc1 (Fig."2d) indicates 
that any potential lock-in is not present in the mixed state up to 89.95°. 
The crossover angle (lock above which the flux is locked-in through-
out the superconducting state is given by Hc2((lock)cos(lock#*#Hc1,). 
Using µ0Hc1,)#*#1#mT at 0.3#K, obtained from µ0Hc1(89.7°)#*#0.12#T 
at 0.3#K (Fig."2b), we estimate (lock#*#89.97° (Fig."3a), comparable to 
estimates in layered organic SCs64. The confinement of the lock-in 
effect to such high angles, arising due to extrinsic factors such as flux 
pinning at the sample surface64 or demagnetization effects65, have 
hampered experimental studies of this phenomenon since its initial  
prediction66.

Ginzburg–Landau model near Hc2

Here we present the GL model for the finite-q state and bosonic LL 
transitions therein. At H near Hc2 applied in the a–b plane and T near 
T# (T##*#0.56#Tc in 2D), the GL free energy up to second order in the order 
parameter & takes the form67,68

OF 1 & 2 & ! & && ' | | + |9 | + |9 | + ( ) (3)2 2 2 2 4

where 1, 2 and ! are H- and T-dependent GL parameters. Crucially, 
2#'#(T#–#T#)/T# is less than zero for T#<#T# and favours spatial modula-
tions in &. As discussed for Fig."1c, the system stands to gain &FZeeman 
from spin polarization of unpaired electrons at nodes in & and the 
overall & is determined by competition between this and the curvature 
energy '#|"2&|2.

The eigenfunctions of equation"(3) are planewaves &#'#eiq)r"(r is a vector 
in the x–y plane). In a 2D isotropic system, this yields a wine-bottle-shaped 
potential in the qx–qy plane (Extended Data Fig."6a) with an ensemble of 
planewave solutions which satisfy q 2 !| | = = + /(2 )2

0
2q  and reach the 

minimum free energy &F0#=#–(2/4!)|&|2 (Extended Data Fig."6a). When the 
field is tilted away from the a–b plane, the finite component H) along the 
c#axis drives orbital motion of Cooper pairs in the a–b plane, which is 
accounted for in &F by the transformation A9 / 9 + i e

"
2  where A is the 

magnetic vector potential. The free energy of the nth LL is given by69

F 23 !3 && = (– + )| | (4)n
2 2

with 3 n= ( + )
eµ H

"
4 1

2
0 2  and the optimal LL satisfies

/F /F
2

!
23 !3 &+ = (

4
+ + )| | = 0 (5)n 0

2
2 2

The solution to equation"(5) is 3#=#2/2!, which can be cast into a form 
recalling LL transitions37

"% n E+
1
2

+ = 0 (6)c q
!
"
#

$
%
&

with the Cooper pair cyclotron frequency %c#=#eµ0H)/m! and kinetic 
energy E " q m= /4q

2
0
2 !. Intuitively, the transition from planewave to LL 

solutions when H)#0#0 corresponds to a transition from continuous 
eigenvalues q to discrete eigenvalues labelled by n. This is depicted 
schematically by a radial cut of &F"in Extended Data Fig."6b that is con-
tinuous as a function of q (black line) for H)#=#0 and discretized at 

n(2 + 1)/ 2
2!  " for" H)#0#0 with the Cooper pair magnetic length 

! " eµ H= /(2 )2 0 2  where we have used the fact that B$*#µ0H near Hc2 where 
M is vanishing. Paralleling 2D fermionic systems37,70, transitions between 
LLs are marked by non-monotonic variation of &F, which is imprinted 
on Hc2 (refs. 12,13). Following the convention of fermionic systems, the 
transition points, which appear between LLs, are indexed to half-integer 
values of n. Rearranging equation"(6), we arrive at the relation

!n q2$( + 1/2) = ($ ) , (7)0
2

2
2

which is the Cooper pair counterpart to Onsager’s rule for fermionic 
systems (equation"(1)), where the term q$ 0

2 is the q-space area enclosed 
by a circle of radius q0 (Extended Data Fig."6a).

In general, in-plane anisotropy permits second-order cross-terms 
of the form |"x"y&|2 to equation"(3). Although the underlying eigenfunc-
tions are still LLs, &Fn#–#&F0 is now minimized by solutions with mixed 
n and the degree of mixing increases with anisotropy. In 
three-dimensional systems or layered systems with sizeable interlayer 
coupling t), the additional term &|9 |z

2 2 supports modulation of & par-
allel to H in addition to LLs perpendicular to H (ref. 71). Anisotropic 
order parameters can also introduce corrections72. These forms of 



anisotropy can smear out modulations in &Fn#–#&F0 and, correspond-
ingly, Hc2 (ref. 25). The sharp features observed in the present system 
suggest that these anisotropy terms are weak. This is further supported 
by the good agreement between the observed transitions and the 2D 
isotropic index analysis (Fig."3a, top inset, equation"(7)).

The non-centrosymmetric local D3 symmetry about the H-NbS2 layers 
in Ba6Nb11S28 supports an additional term in free energy38

F 4 H & & H & && = [ (9 ) + (9 ) + c.c.] (8)x x y yNCS
: :

where"c.c. is the complex conjugate of the first two terms and 4 is pro-
portional to the relative difference in density of states &n#=#(n+#–#n+)/
(n+#+#n+) between the spin-up (n+) and spin-down (n+) FSs formed by 
SOC. Theory suggests a field-induced first-order phase transition 
into a finite-q state resembling the conventional FFLO phase diagram 
should persist for &n#$#0.25 (refs. 73,74). First-principles calculations show 
&n#*#0.11 between the 41 and 42 pockets sourcing superconductivity28 
(see below and Fig."4e), consistent with the conventional form of the 
first-order phase boundary seen here (Fig."2b). Notably, &n#0#0 suggests a 
phase modulation of &#'#eiq)r should appear once H)#-#H&#0#0. Josephson 
interferometry techniques, possibly facilitated by the vdW construction 
of this material19, could probe this additional unconventional phase.

In conventional metals, QOs become apparent once %c+#*#1, where + 
is the electron scattering time. Spatially, this condition is equivalent to 
electrons maintaining phase coherence over the extent of their cyclo-
tron orbit. In the context of Cooper pairs, we can compare their coher-
ence length 5 = 0.18

"v
k T0

F

B c
, where kB and vF are the Boltzmann constant 

and the Fermi velocity, respectively,"to !) and expect to resolve oscilla-
tions in Hc2 when 50/!)*#1. For Ba6Nb11S28 with 50#*#250#nm (ref. 28), this 
yields an onset field for oscillations µ0H),on#*#5#mT, which is consistent 
with µ0H),on#*#3#mT observed in the experiment (Fig."3a, inset).

Estimating q
Near the Pauli-limit HP, the Zeeman splitting 'Zeeman (Extended Data 
Fig."6d) of the underlying bands that undergo Cooper pairing becomes 
comparable to the superconducting gap 'SC (Extended Data Fig."6c, 
d). Schematically, formation of Cooper pairs between the Zeeman 
split spin-up and spin-down bands (Extended Data Fig."6d) acquire 
finite q with q#*#'Zeeman#%#'k(EF)/'E. For isotropic bands, this is given by 
q#*#(gµBµ0H)/"vF, where g is the g-factor, µB is the Bohr magneton and 
vF is the Fermi velocity. For the large 4 pockets, which have the larg-
est density of states and are the likely origin of superconductivity28, 
vF#*#105#m#s+1 as determined from QOs. Near µ0Hc2#*#2#T, assuming g#=#2, 
q#*#4#%#10+4#Å+1. This is the same order of magnitude as that obtained 
from the LL index analysis in the main text (Fig."3c), again pointing to 
the 4 pockets as the likely source of finite-q pairing. Analogous to fermi-
onic QOs, the LL index analysis is sensitive to Aq and our estimate of q 
assumes an isotropic contour in q space (see above). This suggests that 
examining corrugations in Hc2 at different field-angle orientations may 
permit a detailed mapping of Aq. This information may shed further 
light on the origins of finite-q pairing evidenced here.

Higher-index LL vortex lattice solutions
Analogous to conventional SCs36, the lowest-order terms in the GL free 
energy (equation"(3)) determine the eigenfunctions of & and the spatial 
structure of the vortex lattice is determined by higher-order terms. In 
the finite-q regime of a 2D SC, these take the form12,13,67,68

! !/F & 6 & & 7 & & & & 8 &; ' < | | + | | |9 | + [( ) (9 ) + ( ) (9 ) ] + | | (9)4 2 2 2 2 2 2 6

Using techniques employed to study fermionic LLs, Yang and Mac-
Donald13 developed a numerical technique to compute the optimal 
vortex lattice for arbitrary n parameterized by the reciprocal lattice 
vectors {g1,#g2}. Given these reciprocal lattice vectors, tabulated in ref. 
13, the spatial structure of |&|2 has a closed form
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where n is the LL index, Ln is the nth Laguerre polynomial, and m1 and m2  
are integers. Given the Gaussian suppression factor g g !e m m+ + /41 1 2 2

2
2
2

, 
contributions from large reciprocal lattice vectors are small and a 
numerical summation over a finite set of m1 and m2 captures the spatial 
structure. For the |&|2 maps shown in Fig."3, we sum over integers 
m1,#m2#*#[+50,#50].

Electronic structure from first-principles calculations
For the electronic structure modelling, we employed first-principles 
density functional theory calculations implemented in the Vienna Ab 
initio Simulation Package75,76, based on the projector augmented wave77 
pseudopotential formalism and the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof78 param-
eterized exchange-correlation energy functional. The electronic struc-
ture with and without SOC"terms are"converged with an energy cut-off 
of 310#eV and a 4-centred 9#%#9#%#5 Monkhorst–Pack k-mesh grid79. From 
the converged results, we derived an effective Wannier tight-binding 
model for the NbS2 layer using the Wannier90 code80–82. We use Nb d z 2, 
dxy and d x y+2 2 orbitals in monolayer H-NbS2 for the basis projection 
and find that this captures the relevant electronic degrees of freedom83. 
Starting with the monolayer electronic structure is supported by com-
parison with a bilayer model, where we find an interlayer coupling 
t)#*#1#meV compared with t)#*#100#meV in bulk transition metal dichal-
cogenides84. This signals the decoupling due to the spacer layers. This 
observation is also consistent with the high degree of two-dimensionality 
evidenced by QOs28 (see below).

Schematically, as noted in the main text, the electronic structure of 
Ba6Nb11S28 can be understood by starting with that of monolayer H-NbS2 
(Extended Data Fig."7a), and zone-folding into a 3#%#3 smaller supercell 
Brillouin zone (sBZ, white lines in Extended Data Fig."7a). The close 
approach of the H-NbS2 FSs to M in the sBZ (Extended Data Fig."7a, blue 
open circles) suggests that small pockets centred at this high-symmetry 
point will appear upon zone-folding. The results of folding are shown 
in Extended Data Fig."7b. By imposing the potential due to the spacer 
layer, we obtain the electronic structure shown in Extended Data Fig."7c. 
Consistent with earlier results28, the electronic structure within about 
10#meV of charge neutrality agree with QOs. An important consequence 
of zone-folding is the reduced role of Ising SOC, which otherwise 
strongly aligns spin along the z axis and yields unconventional behav-
iour of Hc2 (refs. 32,85,86). In monolayer H-NbS2, the pockets exhibiting 
Ising SOC centred at K and K; are comparable in size to the pocket at 4 
(Extended Data Fig."7a). Upon zone-folding into the sBZ, we see that 
the Ising pockets at K and K; are much smaller whereas the pocket cen-
tred at 4 is left relatively unaffected (Extended Data Fig."7b, c).

We identify the smallest & pockets at K and K; (Extended Data Fig."7d) 
as f& observed in QOs and the similarly sized 51 and 52 pockets at the M 
point (Extended Data Fig."7e) as the closely spaced f5 1

 and f52
. This 

identification is further supported by comparing the experimentally 
determined Berry phase *B and the calculated spin texture of these 
features. As noted in the main text, the presence (absence) of spin wind-
ing on the Bloch sphere is indicative of *B#=#$ (*B#=#0) (see below)87. As 
seen in Extended Data Fig."7f, the spin texture on the & pocket is strongly 
aligned to the +z axis. For clockwise motion around this pocket 
(Extended Data Fig."7d, white arrow), the spin-texture precesses around 
the z axis of the Bloch sphere (Extended Data Fig."7f, blue arrow). This 
strong alignment along the z axis is characteristic of Ising SOC and is 
consistent with the experimentally determined *B#*#0 for f& (Fig."4c). 
In contrast, the spin texture along the 51 and 52 pockets at M wind on 
the Bloch sphere (Extended Data Fig."7g blue and red, respectively), 
consistent with *B#*#$ for f1 1

 and f12
 (Fig."4c). This spin-texture winding 



Article
is captured in the symmetry derived k)p model, equation"(11) (see 
below). We also confirm the quantized *B#=#$ using a numerical Wilson 
loop method88.

M-point k)p model
Here we generate a k)p model near the M point using the crystal sym-
metry of Ba6Nb11S28. The placement of H-NbS2 monolayers between 
Ba3NbS5 spacer layers in Ba6Nb11S28 leads to a symmetry reduction from 
their original point group m D6 2 ( )h3  to the mirror asymmetric 32 (D3) 
(see ref. 28). As a result, the M point possess only time-reversal sym-
metry and two-fold rotation symmetry about the ky axis (C2y) as shown"in 
Extended Data Fig."7h89–91.

We start from a SOC Hamiltonian of the"form H 1 - k= = =i x y z j x y z ij i jSOC = , , = , ,  
where 1ij are the SOC coefficients, -i are the Pauli spin matrices and kj are 
the momentum directions defined in Extended Data Fig."7h. Working in 
two dimensions, we enforce 1iz#=#0 and use the action of C2y on spin and 
crystal momentum to further restrict the HSOC. Specifically, the action 
of C2y takes k k k k k k? , , , / ? + , , + ,x y z x y z  and - - - - - -? , , , / ? + , , + ,x y z x y z  
permitting non-zero values of only 1xx, 1yy and 1zx. Including the disper-
sion of the bands without SOC, we obtain the M-point Hamiltonian

H
"

m
kk

kk=
2

+ ( ) > (11)M

2 2

0
! "!

with m0
! the effective mass in the absence of SOC and "(k) = 

1 k 1 k 3k? , , ,x y x1 2  where we introduce the definitions 11#7#1xx, 12#7#1yy and 
3#7#1zx. The vector "(k) is equivalent to a k-dependent Zeeman field, 
yielding spin 1/2 eigenvectors :| ,+  and :| ,+  corresponding to "(k) 
aligned and anti-aligned with "(k), respectively. Their corresponding 
energies are

E
" k

m
1 3 k 1 k=

2
± ( + ) + (12)x y±
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0
1
2 2 2

2
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The SOC parameters can be obtained from the Wannier projected 
model by computing the matrix elements : :? | | ,-

H
k -

@
@ ;i

w  where HW  
is Hamiltonian obtained from Wannier projection, i#=#x,#y, and -,#-%#=#±. 
We obtain 3#=#0.39#eV#Å, 11#=#+0.01#eV#Å and 12#=#0.05#eV#Å, in nominal 
agreement with the experimental estimates (see below).

The equivalence of "(k) to a k-dependent Zeeman field permits a 
straightforward calculation of the Berry phase *B by integrating the 
Berry connection along the M point FS contours. Along a closed FS 
defined by the k)p model, the spin-1/2 eigenvector :| , evolves such 
that it remains collinear with "(k). As a result, :| , parameterized by 
the polar and azimuthal angles ( and *, respectively (Extended Data 
Fig."7i, black arrow), traces a closed contour C that encircles the Bloch 
sphere. Here we choose a gauge such that the eigenvectors are 
single-valued everywhere except the north pole and take the form
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Given that 11, 12 and 3 are non-zero (see above), the eigenvectors are 
always single-valued. "Furthermore, since M is a time-reversal invariant 
momentum, C can be split into two time-reversal related segments, Ca 
and Cb (Extended Data Fig."7i, red and blue, respectively) such that 

= +a bC C C . These two segments are related by the transformations 
(#/#$#–#( and *#/#$#+#*. Focusing on Ca, the Berry connection contribu-
tion from a small section of Ca is sin2((/2)d* (ref. 87). The contribution 
from the time-reversed segment on bC  can be obtained by the above 
transformations of ( and *, yielding cos2((/2)d*. Integrating these 
contributions along aC  and Cb we find

A A A* ( * ( * *= sin ( /2)d + cos ( /2) d = d = $ (14)B
2 2

0

$

a bC C

The origin of *B#=#$ is non-zero 11 and 12 in equation"(11), which are 
permitted by the broken c axis mirror symmetry (Fig."4d). If this sym-
metry is reintroduced, which takes k k k k k k? , , , / ? , , + ,x y z x y z  and 

- - - - - -? , , , / ? + , + , ,x y z x y z , we find that 11 and 12 are disallowed while 
3 remains unrestricted. This is analogous to the origin of *B#=#$ in sys-
tems with Rashba SOC, for example, quantum wells, 2D electron gases 
confined to heterointerfaces, or polar bulk materials42.

Finite magnetic field H acts to open a gap 'M#=#gµBµ0H at the M 
point. Whereas the Berry curvature ;B for 'M#=#0 is a / function centred 
at M acting as a monopole source for *B, non-zero 'M acts to distribute 
;B to k"away from the M point, shown schematically in Extended Data 
Fig."7j87,92. Consequently, *B, which is equal to integrating ;B in the finite 
area (k enclosed by the FS contour (Extended Data Fig."7j, black line), 
deviates by /*B#=#$#–#*B from perfect quantization. For the k)p model 
considered here, * ' ' E|& | * $ / +B M M

2
F
2, where EF is the Fermi energy93. 

Assuming g#=#2 and typical µ0H#*#10#T where we measure QOs, we find 
'M#*#1#meV. With EF#*#19#meV (see below), we obtain &*B#*#0.1$, which 
compares favourably with the deviations observed for the 5 pockets 
at the M point (Fig."4c). The larger &*B for 11 relative to 12 is consistent 
with the fact that its smaller Ak encloses less ;B, yielding a larger devi-
ation from $. The observation of finite &*B suggests a gap at M, which 
may be conducive to topological superconductivity.

de Haas–van Alphen oscillations
The oscillatory component of dHvA QOs is given by37,94

=M H R R f µ H !' + sin(2$( / + )) (15)i
i i

i iosc
1/2

T D 0

where R i
T is the thermal damping factor, R i

D is the Dingle factor, fi is the 
oscillation frequency and !i is the phase shift, all of which are indexed 
by i which counts over the FS contours in the system.

Extended Data Fig."8a shows the angular dependence of M H( )(
osc

2 , 
obtained from M( after subtracting a quadratic background (sample 
S1). The fact that M H( )(

osc
2  is invariant for fixed ( spanning nearly 75° 

evidences the two-dimensionality of the electronic structure in this 
system. Extended Data Fig."8b shows the temperature dependence of 
M H( )(

osc  at (#=#18° for various fixed T. The suppression of the QO ampli-
tude with increasing temperature is consistent with R i

T and can be used 
to extract the effective mass.

We extract the amplitude from the FFT of M (
osc computed within a 

window of width Hw
+1 centered on H0

+1. The FFT amplitude normalized 
to its value at T#=#0.3#K, AFFT

!
, is shown in Extended Data Fig."8c for the 

51, 52 and & oscillation frequencies. By fitting to R i
T, we extract the effec-

tive mass for each pocket and obtain m&
!#=#0.11m0, !m5 1

#=#0.34m0 and 
m52

! #=#0.27m0, where m0 is the free electron mass. The average effective 
mass for the 5 pocket is 0.31m0. From the oscillation frequencies, as 
discussed in the main text, we find f = 5.9& #T, f = 43.05 1

#T and f = 54.752
#T 

corresponding to Ak#=#5.6#%#10+4#Å+2, 4.1#%#10+4#Å+2 and 5.2#%#10+3#Å+2, 
respectively. The 51 and 52 frequencies and magnetic breakdown 
between them is captured by the k)p model (see below).

Magnetic breakdown
A magnetic field can induce tunnelling between distinct FS contours sepa-
rated by relatively small energy gaps when the inverse magnetic length 
!+1 becomes comparable to the momentum-space separation between 
FS contours40,95. This condition is satisfied at a characteristic breakdown 
field µ0Hmb and can be used to identify the momentum space separation &k 
between FS contours undergoing breakdown. Experimentally, magnetic 
breakdown is signalled by the emergence of new frequencies in QOs at 
µ0Hmb (ref. 96). In addition, this emergent frequency has a simple algebraic 
relationship to the frequencies of the contours undergoing breakdown.



As discussed in the main text, f f f* ( + )/25 5 51 1
!  is suggestive of mag-

netic breakdown. To identify Hmb for !f5 , we compute the FFT of M (
osc 

over a sliding window centered at H0
+1 with width Hw

+1 (ref. 97). Extended 
Data Fig."8d shows the windowed (grey and orange) and un-windowed 
(blue) M (

osc, vertically offset for clarity, measured at (#=#8.2° and 
T#=#20#mK. The windowing is performed for (µ0H0)+1 equally spaced by 
0.01#T+1 between 0.15#T+1 and 0.4#T+1 with (µ0Hw)+1#=#0.4#T+1. The corre-
sponding FFT are shown in Extended Data Fig."8e. We can see that the 
peak at f = 48.95! #T is absent at higher H0

+1 where f5 1
 and f52

 are visible. 
Instead, it appears for (µ0H0)+1#=#0.21#T+1 (Extended Data Fig."8d, e, 
orange) corresponding to µ0Hmb#*#5#T. The observed Hmb and its cor-
responding ! *mb

+1  0.01#Å+1 can be captured by the M point k)p model. 
This is further confirmed by a direct calculation of the FFT spectra and 
extraction of Hmb from the k)p model (see below).

Phase analysis
The phase shift !i of QOs in equation"(15) can be a sensitive probe of the 
phase accumulated by an electron along its cyclotron orbit39. Specifi-
cally, !i#=#1/2#+#*B/2$, where the factor 1/2 is the Maslov term and *B is 
the Berry phase accumulated by the electron98. This has been utilized 
extensively to search for the *B#=#$ shift exhibited by bands with linear 
band crossings for example, in graphene99 or surface states of topologi-
cal insulators100. In such systems, the phase is often extracted using an 
LL index analysis where extrema or zero crossings in QOs are indexed 
and extrapolated to (µ0H)+1#=#0 to obtain !.

In multiband systems, this approach is faced with difficulties. In 
particular, identifying extrema or zero crossings proves challenging 
due to interference between multiple oscillations and in transport 
measurements, the sign of QOs may be difficult to identify101. Here the 
simultaneous observation of both the Meissner effect and dHvA QOs 
establishes the sign and removes this ambiguity (Extended Data Fig."9a). 
To circumvent the issue of closely spaced frequencies, we employ the 
phase analysis technique developed to study dHvA QOs in graphite41 
where the phase-shift function K f * M H( , ) = Im[e ( ( ))]*i

(
oscF , where 6 

denotes an FFT, peaks at the (fi,#*i) contributions of equation"(15).
Here we briefly illustrate the principle of this formalism. Focusing 

on the oscillatory component of equation"(15), we can write it in  
the form f µ H !+sin(2$( / + )) = (e + e )i i

f µ H ! f µ H !
0

i
2

2$i( / + ) +2$i( / + )i i i i0 0 . Corre-
spond  ingly, f µ H ! / f f / f f[ + sin(2$( / + ))] = { ( + )e + ( + )e }i i i

!
i

!
0

i
2

+2$i 2$ii iF  
where &(f) is the Dirac delta function in the frequency domain. The 
phase-shift function now takes the form

K f * / f f / f f

* ! / f f * ! / f f

( , ) = Im[
i
2

e ( ( + )e + ( + )e )]

=
1
2

{cos( + 2$ ) ( + ) + cos( + 2$ ) ( + )}
(16)
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i
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i

i i i i

i +2$i 2$iBi i

In real systems where the & function is broadened due to R i
T and R i

D, 
K f *( , ) peaks at (fi,#2$!i) and (fi,#+2$!i). This can be used to compute 
the Berry phase for each frequency * != 2$(1/2 + )i

iB .
Extended Data Fig." 9b shows M H(1/ )(

osc
2  measured at T#=#0.3#K 

(T#=#20#mK) for sample(s) S1 (S2–S5) at various angles near (#=#16°. Given 
the two-dimensionality of the FSs (see above), all five samples can be 
treated on equal footing by using H). Extended Data Fig."9c–f shows 
K(f,#*B) for f& (left panels) and f5 (right panel) for samples S1 and three 
additional samples S3, S4 and S5, respectively (S2 shown in Fig."4b). 
The frequency and phase composition can be identified as peaks in 
the phase-shift function. Red contours are drawn where K(f,#*B) reaches 
98% of its local maxima and are used to determine the uncertainty in 
*B (Fig."4c).

k)p model fitting
Here we estimate k)p parameters using information from QOs. The 
dispersion for the inner (+) and outer (–) pockets at the M point is given 

by equation"(12). As seen in the comparison to first-principles calcula-
tions, 11#-#3, which permits us to work with the two-parameter model

E
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m
3 k 1 k=
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For non-zero 3 and 12, the original, spin-degenerate circular FS con-
tour with radius kF

0 enclosing an area A k= $( )k F
0 2 is split into two ellip-

tical contours with semi-major and semi-minor axes !r k m " 3= ± /maj F
0

0
2  

and r k m " 1= ± /min F
0

0
2

2
! , where !m0 is the average effective mass of the 51 

and 52 pockets (see above), aligned along kx and ky, respectively.
The experimentally observed frequency difference between f5 1

 and f52
,  

'f f f= +5 52 1
, is related to the difference in area of the inner and outer FS 

contours through Onsager’s rule. This yields 
!

'f 3 1* ( + )
m k

"e 2
0 F

0

, which 
constrains the total strength of the SOC terms. For the five samples 
examined here, we find 'f#=#11.7#±#0.7#T (Extended Data Fig."9) and 
3#+#12#=#0.11#±#0.01#eV#Å. Given that 3 is intrinsic to monolayer H-NbS2 
and 12 originates from mirror symmetry breaking by the adjacent spacer 
layers, we further restrict ourselves to 3#>#12. We find 3#*#0.07#eV#Å and 
12#*#0.04#eV#Å best match the observed oscillation frequencies f5 1

 and 
f52

, the resulting FS contours shown in Extended Data Fig."10a. The spin 
texture along the FSs obtained from these models is shown in Fig."4f. 
We note that the value of 12 obtained here is comparable to the strength 
of Rashba SOC in quantum wells and interfaces, for example, 0.04#eV#Å 
in InGaAs/InAlAs (ref. 102) and 0.05#eV#Å on the surface of SrTiO3 (ref. 103).

Given this k)p model, we can compute the LL spectrum104,105 and 
examine the behaviour of QOs. Extended Data Fig."10b shows calculated 
QOs in the density of states assuming a Gaussian LL broadening of 
0.2#meV corresponding to a scattering time +#*#3#ps determined from 
the onset of QOs in experiment. The inset of Extended Data Fig."10b 
shows the FFT power spectrum of the oscillations in the main panel 
where we can identify f5 1

, f12
 and !f5  marked by red, blue and green 

arrows, respectively. By performing a windowed FFT analysis, we obtain 
the series of power spectra shown in Extended Data Fig."10c, vertically 
offset for clarity, where we see that !f5  begins to develop at µ0Hmb#*#6#T, 
in agreement with experiment (see above). The ability to capture the 
observed frequencies, effective masses and magnetic breakdown dem-
onstrates the power of the symmetry-based approach used to obtain 
the k)p model. This further suggests that substituting other transition 
metal dichalcogenides for H-NbS2 in Ba6Nb11S28 may yield a larger fam-
ily of compounds exhibiting similar topological features in the elec-
tronic structure.

The parallels between this model and Rashba SOC suggests a bridge 
to topological superconductivity44,106. This, however, requires a detailed 
balance in the relevant energy scales of the system. Specifically, topo-
logically non-trivial pairing can be stabilized when the Fermi energy 
EF is located within an induced gap 'M at the M point, which satisfies 
'M#>#'SC (ref. 44,106). Recent theoretical work suggests that the inter-
layer coupling t) can introduce the necessary gap and host topological 
superconductivity107. First-principles calculations find t)#*#1#meV across 
the spacer layers, which would yield 'M#=#t). The system then satisfies 
the required hierarchy of energy scales 'M#>#'SC#=#1.764kBTc#*#0.13#meV 
(assuming BCS pairing).

The application of an in-plane magnetic field would further increase 
'M and, additionally, could realize coexisting finite-q and topological 
superconductivity. From the calculated LL spectrum (Extended Data 
Fig."10d), we estimate EF#*#19#meV. This may be within the regime acces-
sible by conventional gating techniques and given the exfoliable nature 
of this material (see the supplement of ref. 28), a device structure may 
pave the way to realizing topological superconductivity in this system.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Torque magnetometry. a Non-collinear response of ) 
to 0 results in + which can be measured using torque magnetometry 
techniques. b Capacitive torque magnetometer (sample S1). c Resistive torque 
magnetometer (sample S2). Scale bars are 1 mm. d /C(0) at ( = 89.7º and < = 0.3 
K for sample S1. (inset) The experimental geometry for S1. /C < 0 is consistent 
with diamagnetic response of M. e Comparison of .xx(T) and M((T) measured 

with µ0H) = 0.4 mT for sample S1. f Comparison of .xx(H) and M((H) at ( = 89.7º 
and T = 0.3 K for sample S1. g M H( ) loop for ( = 0º at T = 0.4 K measured by 
SQUID. h M((H) loop for ( = 46º at T = 0.3 K measured by torque magnetometry 
(S1). (inset) +(H) from which we obtain M((H) in the main panel. i & quantum 
oscillation frequency F((H) (orange points) with fit to equation"(2) (dashed line). 
(inset) ( where M((H) oscillates around zero corresponds to ( = 90º.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Survey of H-T-# phase space (sample S1). a ')((H)/'H  
of up-sweep M((H) (see Fig."2a) at ( = 89.7º and various fixed temperatures, 
vertically offset for clarity. The peak-like structure marking H# is traced by a 
dashed guide to the eye. b Up- (solid) and down-sweep (dashed) M((H) 
measured at T = 0.31 K at various angles between 80º and 90º, vertically offset 
for clarity. c Up- (solid) and down-sweep (dashed) M((H) measured at ( = 89.2º  

at various fixed temperatures, vertically offset for clarity. d ')((H)/'#H of 
up-sweep M((H) at ( = 89.2º (shown in c) for various fixed temperatures, 
vertically offset for clarity. The peak-like structure marking H# is absent here.  
e T-H phase diagram at ( = 89.2º showing Hc2 and Hc1.



Extended Data Fig. 3 | H-T phase diagram (sample S2). a Up- (solid) and 
down-sweep (dashed) M((H) measured at ( = 88.9º for various temperatures, 
vertically offset for clarity. b '#)((H)/'H of up-sweep M((H) at ( = 88.9º (shown in 
a) for fixed temperatures down to T = 33 mK, vertically offset for clarity. The 
peak-like structure at H# is traced by a dashed guide to the eye. c T-H phase 
diagram at ( = 88.9º showing Hc2, H#, and Hc1. Black circle marks Tc.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | M%(H) at fixed T and # (sample S1). a Up- (solid) and 
down-sweeps (dashed) of M((H) for T = 395 mK at equally spaced, fixed ( 
between 89.30º and 89.95º, vertically offset for clarity. b ')((H)/'H of up-sweep 
in (a), vertically offset for clarity. Guide to the eye (grey dashed line) traces 

corrugation of H#((). c Up- (solid) and down-sweeps (dashed) of M((H) for  
T = 460 mK at equally spaced, fixed ( between 89.75º and 89.95º, vertically 
offset for clarity. d ')((H)/'H of up-sweep in (c), vertically offset for clarity. 
Guide to the eye (grey dashed line) traces corrugation of H#(().



Extended Data Fig. 5 | Low temperature M%(H) at fixed #. a Up- and b 
down-sweeps of M((H) for T = 20 mK at equally spaced, fixed ( between 88.45º 
and 89.95º, vertically offset for clarity. Guide to the eye (grey dashed line) in (b) 
traces angular evolution of H%(() c ')((H)/'H of up-sweep M((H) in (a), vertically 

offset for clarity. Guide to the eye (grey dashed line) traces corrugation of H#(() 
(inset) Up- and down-sweep M((H) (solid and dashed, respectively) at fixed 
angles near 90º for a third sample, S3.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Ginzburg-Landau modeling. a GL free energy /F(qx, qy) 
in the finite-q pairing state of an isotropic superconductor. Finite-q pairing 
with |q| = q0 minimizes /F (red contour). b (black line) Radial cut of /F(q) for  
H) = 0. (orange points) For H) 0 0, discrete LLs are formed. The LL with  
(2n+1)C/!) closest to q0 is the optimal solution. c Superconductivity opens a 

gap 'SC around the Fermi energy EF (orange). d Magnetic field causes Zeeman 
splitting of a spin-degenerate band (dashed) into spin-up (blue) and spin-down 
(red) bands. e Zeeman split bands create two Fermi surface contours in k-space 
separated by q.



Extended Data Fig. 7 | Electronic structure modeling. a The Fermi surface 
contours for monolayer H-NbS2. The supercell Brillouin zones and 
corresponding M points are shown as white lines and open blue circles, 
respectively. b Electronic structure resulting from 3 % 3 zone-folding. This is 
formed by overlapping the nine cells marked by white lines in (a). c Fermi 
surface contours from first-principles calculations capturing monolayer 
H-NbS2 and the spacer layer 3 % 3 perturbation. This resembles (b) but with 
additional band gaps and renormalization due to the spacer layer perturbation. 
d Electronic structure around K, K% from first-principles with the & pocket 
corresponding to f& identified. e Electronic structure around M from 
first-principles showing the inner 51 and outer 52 pockets. f Bloch sphere 

showing spin-texture along the & pocket. (inset) Expanded view near the north 
pole of the Bloch sphere. Blue arrow shows sense of spin evolution for 
clockwise motion along the & pocket, see white arrow in (d). g Bloch sphere 
showing spin-texture along the 51 (blue) and 52 (red) pockets. Blue (red) arrow 
shows sense of spin evolution for clockwise motion along the 51 (52) pocket, see 
white arrows in (e). h Coordinate system used for M point k)p model. i Bloch 
sphere showing the segments Ca (red) and bC  (blue) traced by the spin-1/2 
eigenvector :| , which together form a closed #contour C. j Berry curvature 
;B(kx,ky). For 'M 0 0, ;B integrated over the area Ak defined by the FS contour 
yields *B 0 $.
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Extended Data Fig. 8 | de Haas-van Alphen oscillations. a M +
osc(H)) at T = 0.3 K 

for various angles. The oscillations are aligned across 75º when plotted versus 
H) indicating the two-dimensionality of the FSs. b M H( )+

osc  at ( = 18º for various 
temperatures. c !A T( )FFT  for the 5 and & oscillations (points) with fits to RT

i  
(Methods) to extract the effective mass. d M H(1/ )+

osc  measured at T"= 20 mK for ( 

= 8.2º (blue). The result of applying a sliding window centered at various equally 
spaced 1/H0 are shown as gray and orange traces, vertically offset for clarity.  
e FFT of un-windowed (blue) and windowed (gray) M H(1/ )+

osc  in (d), vertically 
offset for clarity. The peak at f5! (grey dashed guide) appears for 1/ µ0H0 < 0.21 
T+1, orange trace in (d) and (e).



Extended Data Fig. 9 | Phase analysis. a M((H) measured at T = 0.3 K and  
( = 80º showing both the Meissner effect (left) and dHvA quantum oscillation 
(right). b M +

osc (1/H)) at T = 0.3 K (T = 20 mK) for sample(s) S1 (S4-S5) at angles 

near ( = 16º. c-f Phase-shift function K( f, *B)around the & (left) and 5 (right) 
oscillations for samples S1, S3, S4, and S5 using M +

osc shown in (b). The red 
contours are drawn at 98% of the local maxima. K( f, *B) for S2 is shown in Fig."4b.
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Extended Data Fig. 10 | Calculated Landau level spectrum. a M-point 
pockets resulting from the k)p"model with the experimentally determined SOC 
parameters. The inner (outer) contour in red (blue) corresponds to the 
measured f5 1

 ( f5 2
) frequency. The intersecting dashed green circles are the 

contours in the presence of mirror symmetry. b Calculated density of states in 
the presence of H showing oscillations due to Landau quantization of the 

electronic structure in (a). (inset) FFT power spectrum shows three modes 
corresponding to f5 1

 (red), f12
 (blue), and the breakdown frequency f5! (green). 

c The breakdown contribution at !f5  in the FFT power spectrum vanishes at 
µ0Hmb * 6 T. d FFT power spectrum at various values of the chemical potential EF 
showing a Landau fan. By comparing with the observed pocket sizes, we can 
estimate EF.


